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Best of Hotels, Guest Houses, 

Wellness, Grooming & 

Hospitality Interiors | 2021 

Archive. 

Our love for hotels & hospitality 

projects runs deep here at Yellowtrace 

because these interiors showcase 

masterfully conceived interior 

branding in action. From perfectly 

pitched moods to carefully planned 

spaces that meet the demands of... 

Best of Residential Interiors | 

2021 Archive. 

If there's one thing we've learned 

during the global turmoil of the last 

couple of years, it's the importance of 

our homes, the ultimate inner 

sanctums of our lives. These spaces 

have had to shift, adapt and work 

harder for us than ever.... 

Best of Australian Interiors, 

Architecture & Design | 2021 

Archive. 

When Yellowtrace hatched some 10+ 

years ago, most of our content was 

sourced from overseas. Oh, how things 

have changed in the last decade, with 

Australian Architecture, Interiors and 

Products now forming a substantial 

component of the... 

‘Types of Spaces’ Installation by 

Palma and Hanghar. 

A surprising passageway leads visitors 

to the old Tobacco Factory of La Rioja. 

This temporary installation was 

envisioned by Palma and Hanghar for 

Concéntrico, Logroño’s International 

Architecture and Design Festival. With 

the... 

Montreal Loft Apartment by 

Future Simple Studio. 

Housed in a 100-year-old heritage 

building in Montreal, Future Simple 

Studio has updated a loft through an 

elegant and unexpected architectural 

intervention. Orchestrated around a 

‘box within a box’ concept, the 

designers created a... 

Move over, Mad Men. Hauvette & Madan i bring their signature relaxed 

glamour to the office with a high-end interior that feels more homely 

than your typical headquarters. Working in collaboration with their con t 

emporary — and former classmate, Louis Denavaut — the interior archi t 

ecture studio leaned on their residential background to inject some 

much-needed soul into this office space. 

Known for their elegant and refined interiors, tinged with the patina of 

modernism Samantha Hauvette and Lucas Madani met on the benches 

of the prestigious Camondo school and have been working together ever 

since. Natural materials and timeless aesthetics dictate their portfolio as 

the studio has carved out a revered reputation across furniture design, 

lavish private apartments and even a hotel . 

Related: Floating in Time: Trocadero Apartment in Paris by Hauvette & 

Madani. 

The first of its kind and scale for the duo, Matignon Office spans 4,000 

square metres, housed in a modern building with large glass facades not 

far from Champs-Elysées. Once again given “carte blanche” to work 

their magic, the league of designers combined cutting edge technology 

with contemporary aesthetics to devise an atmosphere of astonishment, 

elevating their project amongst common tertiary spaces. 

Closer to a high-end apartment or hotel than a modern office in appear a 

nce, the design team offset the somewhat sterile setting by lining the 

inner walls with a double layer of warm wood to contrast with the 

smooth stone. With an inclination towards the domestic, luminosity was 

controlled with areas divided by elegant linen curtains — enhancing inti m 

acy and comfort. 

As the envelope sets the scene, noble materials such as stone, oak and 

fabrics intertwine in an unmistakably Parisian show of cosmopolitan 

glamour. Chrome accents contrast with the wood panels adding a de f 

ined contemporary aesthetic that effortlessly snaps us back to the 

present day. Balanced with a warm palette of cream, brown, and a 

spectrum of beige the interior is a far cry from its industrial counterparts. 

Related: A Slice of Paris in Amsterdam: Family Office by Framework 

Studio. 

Nearly all the furniture — from the counter to the sofas, along with the 

lamps and adjustable desks were custom-designed by Hauvette & 

Madani and Louis Denavaut, in collaboration with locals La Manufacture. 

Yet even with the limited sourcing, the careful consideration of the de s 

igners can be felt. A leather armchair by &Tradition mingles with a sofa 

by Frama, capturing a duality of eras while a classic banker’s lamp sits on 

a bespoke organic wooden island – reinterpreted as a morning coffee 

spot. 

Finding asymmetry between the orderly restraint of mid-century mod e 

rnism and the space-age flair of 60s-era saboteur Pierre Paulin, 

Hauvette & Madani have tread new water in this office space while stay i 

ng true to their design fundamentals – that is to make something new 

with old. All while being undeniably French. Fabuloso. 

[Images courtesy of Hauvette & Madani . Photography by Lucas Madani .] 
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